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modestly some 25 years ago. Part of this recognition stems from the increasing contributions of Asian
American novelists, whose works continue to capture growing levels of popular attention. This reference
book provides alphabetically arranged entries for 70 Asian American novelists. Each entry is written by an
expert contributor and provides a short biography, a discussion of major works and themes, an overview of
the novelist's critical reception, and a bibliography of primary and secondary sources. In addition, the
volume concludes with a selected, general bibliography.
A River Sutra Jan 08 2021 An elderly bureaucrat escapes the world to run a guest house on the banks of
India's holiest river, the Narmada, only to find he has made the wrong choice. Too many lives converge
here. Among those who disturb his tranquility are a privileged young executive bewitched by a mysterious
lover; a novice Jain monk who has abandoned opulence for poverty; a heartbroken woman with a golden
voice; an ascetic and the child he has saved from prostitution. Through their stories A River Sutra explores
the fragile longings of the human heart and the sacred power of the river.
Zigzag Street Jan 28 2020 A comic masterpiece -- Who Weekly. The book that began it all for Nick Earls.
Here I am, on a work day of some importance, riding out of town in a cab with a babe I've just concussed
with footwear. Richard Derrington is twenty-eight and single. More single than he'd like to be. More single
than he'd expected to be, and not coping well. Since Anna trashed him six months ago he's been trying to
find his way again. He's doing his job badly, he's playing tennis badly, his renovating attempts haven't got
past the verandah, and he's wondering when things are going to change. Zigzag Street covers six weeks of
Richard's life in Brisbane's Red Hill. Six weeks of rumination, chaos, poor judgement, interpersonal
clumsiness...and, eventually, hope.
Climate Change and Food Security in Asia Pacific Sep 23 2019 Using an interdisciplinary approach,
this book evaluates the complex nexus between climate change and regional food security in Asia Pacific.
Feeding the planet puts a lot of stress on the environment. The fundamental challenges we are facing today
include how to grow more from less in a sustainable manner; how to optimize the entire food value chain
from field to fork to reduce the carbon footprint, protect the environment and support biological diversity,
cause less water pollution and soil erosion, raise levels of nutrition, improve agricultural productivity,
better the lives of rural populations and contribute to the growth of the world economy. With a robust
multi-site study in Southeast Asia, Pacific Island Forum and South Asia, this book examines the regional
initiatives on, the current state of, and the future prospects for mitigations and resilience regarding climate
change and food security vis-à-vis other regions of the world.
Fire on the Mountain Oct 17 2021 Gone are the days when Nanda Kaul watched over her family and
played the part of Vice-Chancellor’s wife. Leaving her children behind in the real world, the busier world,
she has chosen to spend her last years alone in the mountains in Kasauli, in a secluded bungalow called
Carignano. Until one summer her great-granddaughter Raka is dispatched to Kasauli – and everything
changes. Nanda is at first dismayed at this break in her preciously acquired solitude. Fiercely taciturn,
Raka is, like her, quite untamed. The girl prefers the company of apricot trees and animals to her greatgrandmother’s, and spends her afternoons rambling over the mountainside. But the two are more alike than
they know. Throughout the hot, long summer, Nanda’s old, hidden dependencies and wounds come to the
surface, ending, inevitably, in tragedy. Marvellous yet restrained, Fire on the Mountain speaks of the past

Indian Women Novelists in English Jul 02 2020
Hullabaloo in the Guava Orchard Aug 27 2022 Sampath Chawla, a young postal worker who never feels as
though he fits into the small Indian town into which he is born, one day climbs up a tree, only to become a
famous holy man
Red Earth and Pouring Rain Feb 27 2020 The gods of poetry and death descend on a house in India to vie
for the soul of a wounded monkey. A bargain is struck: the monkey must tell a story, and if he can keep his
audience entertained, he shall live. The result is Red Earth and Pouring Rain, Vikram Chandra's
astonishing, vibrant novel. Interweaving tales of nineteenth-century India with modern America, it stands in
the tradition of The Thousand and One Nights, a work of vivid imagination and a celebration of the power of
storytelling itself. 'A dazzling first novel written with such originality and intensity as to be not merely
drawing on myth but making it.' Sunday Times
Guava Jan 20 2022 Guava (Psidium guajava L.) is an exquisite, nutritionally and economically valuable crop
of tropical and subtropical regions of the world. It outshines other tropical fruits in productivity, hardiness,
adaptability, nutritional value, and ensures higher economic returns to growers. Guava is commercially
grown in over 70 countries, and is gaining in popularity as a 'super fruit' due to its nutritional and health
benefits. With contributions from international experts, this is a valuable resource for researchers and
students in horticulture, and guava-industry support personnel.
Secret Asian Man Oct 05 2020
The Zigzag Way Jul 14 2021 A young American in Mexico discovers his family’s past—and a present-day
danger—in this “elegant, exquisite” novel of suspense (Elle). Eric is a newly minted historian just out of
graduate school, plagued by self-doubt over both his past choices and his future options. With no clear
direction, he follows his lover, Em, when she travels to the Yucatan for her scientific research, but ends up
alone in this foreign place. And so he pursues his own private quest, tracing his family’s history to a
Mexican ghost town, where, a hundred years earlier, young Cornish miners—among them Eric’s
grandparents—toiled to the death. Now, in place of the Cornish workers, the native Huichol Indians suffer
the cruelty of the mines. When he inquires into their lives, Eric provokes the ire of their self-appointed
savior, Dona Vera. Known as the “Queen of the Sierra,” Dona Vera is the widow of a mining baron who has
dedicated her fortune to preserving the Huichol culture. But her formidable presence belies a dubious past.
The zigzag paths of these characters converge on the Day of the Dead, bringing together past and present
in a moment of powerful epiphany. Haunting and atmospheric, with splashes of exuberant color and darker
violence, The Zigzag Way is “a beautifully rendered combination of history, folklore, and modern fiction”
(Entertainment Weekly), from a Booker Prize finalist. “Long before Jhumpa Lahiri . . . long before Monica
Ali . . . another novelist was offering us exquisitely detailed portraits of bodies in transit [and] classes in the
art of sly and sensuous fiction . . . Anita Desai was a global, migrant writer before such a thing was
fashionable.” —Time “Almost unbearably suspenseful.” —The Boston Globe “A hypnotic journey.” —San
Jose Mercury News
Asian American Novelists Nov 18 2021 As a distinct area of literary study, Asian American literature now
enjoys a level of critical recognition that was unimaginable when academic interest in the field began
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and its unshakable hold over the present.
Show Business May 12 2021
A Study Guide for Kiran Desai's "Hullaballoo in the Guava Orchard" Apr 23 2022 A Study Guide for
Kiran Desai's "Hullaballoo in the Guava Orchard," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Novels for Students.
This concise study guide includes plot summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions;
historical context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust Novels
for Students for all of your research needs.
The Unexpected Inheritance of Inspector Chopra Nov 06 2020 On the day he retires, Inspector Ashwin
Chopra inherits two unexpected mysteries. The first is the case of a drowned boy, whose suspicious death
no one seems to want solved. And the second is a baby elephant. As his search for clues takes him across
the teeming city of Mumbai, from its grand high rises to its sprawling slums and deep into its murky
underworld, Chopra begins to suspect that there may be a great deal more to both his last case and his new
ward than he thought. And he soon learns that when the going gets tough, a determined elephant may be
exactly what an honest man needs. . . A Baby Ganesh Agency Investigation The Unexpected Inheritance of
Inspector Chopra The Perplexing Theft of the Jewel in the Crown The Strange Disappearance of a
Bollywood Star Murder at the Grand Raj Palace Bad Day at the Vulture Club
Tropical Fruits-- from Cultivation to Consumption and Health Benefits Oct 25 2019 Food or
medicine? That is the question related to our everyday lives.. Fruits are an important part of daily
nutritional habits and can be recognized as a supplier of vitamins, minerals, fibers, antioxidants, etc. On the
other hand, however, they can influence our GUT microflora and can have a direct and indirect impact on
our health. Our ancestors had no knowledge of plant taxonomy, enzymes, antioxidants, or microbiology;
they even knew nothing about the existence of the microbes and all these molecules. However, they had
one very powerful piece of knowledge, and that was knowledge of traditional know-how. Based on personal
experience and the knowledge transferred from parents to children throughout the centuries, they knew
about the beneficial properties of fruits, vegetables, and medical plants. The longest part of this history was
based on empirical knowledge gained by experience without former knowledge of either mechanisms or
scientific basis. If we look back in history, we can find the use of various fruits, vegetables and medical
plants in the treatment of numerous diseases; they appreciated for their nutritional value or used in
everyday domestic processes. Based on empiric experience, a high number of fruits have been used in
traditional medicine. Empiric knowledge, frequently transferred from one generation to the next, was the
only basis for preparation and application of these products in the past. Mangos (Mangifera indica L.) and
guavas (Psidium guajava) have been widely acknowledged as nutritionally valuable fruits that act excellent
sources of vitamins and minerals. They have been cultivated in tropical and subtropical parts of the world.
Many research investigations reveal that both plants exhibit numerous medicinal properties. They have
been used to treat many ailments by acting as antioxidants, antidiabetics, anti-inflammatory agents, antidiarrhea supplements, aiding with hypolipidaemia, and anti-cancer promoters. Mangos have been found to
be widely used in food, cosmetic and pharmaceutical industries, while guavas are processed mainly into
food products. However, their physical, chemical, and sensory attributes of undergo changes upon the
ripening process. Thus, different methods of storage and packaging are developed to prolong the shelf life
and maintain the quality of these fruits. From the viewpoint of the twenty-first century scientist, we have
sufficient knowledge to address various beneficial properties to mangos and guavas. Nowadays, the
application of different parts of the mango and guava plants could be seen in the preparation of numerous
bioactive molecules. These molecules include enzymes, antibacterial proteins, antioxidants, and various
extracts applicable in modern medicine, food industry, etc. In this book, we have tried to collect materials
covering some aspects from characterization and origin of the mango and guava plants into the taxonomical
position of the plants to summarize information about the application of the fruits and other parts of their
plants.
Children Of The Lion Dec 07 2020 Fictionalized account of the history of Sri Lanka from the earliest
times; includes the spread and development of Buddhism in Sri Lanka.
Hullabaloo in the Guava Orchard Jul 26 2022 Sampath Chawla, a young postal worker who never feels
as though he fits into the small Indian town into which he is born, one day climbs up a tree, only to become
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a famous holy man
Short Stories for Children Sep 16 2021 A collection of stories by Indian authors set in India, including "The
Goose Thieves, " "In a Guava Orchard, " "Varunkaka's Lemonade Pals, " and "Hanuman and I."
The Norton Anthology of English Literature Feb 09 2021 Collects novels, stories, poems, essays, plays,
ballads, and sermons from British authors.
Hullabaloo in the Guava Orchard Oct 29 2022 Sampath Chawla was born in a time of drought that
ended with a vengeance the night of his birth. All signs being auspicious, the villagers triumphantly assured
Sampath's proud parents that their son was destined for greatness. Twenty years of failure later, that
unfortunately does not appear to be the case. A sullen government worker, Sampath is inspired only when
in search of a quiet place to take his nap. "But the world is round," his grandmother says. "Wait and see!
Even if it appears he is going downhill, he will come up the other side. Yes, on top of the world. He is just
taking a longer route." No one believes her until, one day, Sampath climbs into a guava tree and becomes
unintentionally famous as a holy man, setting off a series of events that spin increasingly out of control. A
delightfully sweet comic novel that ends in a raucous bang, Hullabaloo in the Guava Orchard is as
surprising and entertaining as it is beautifully wrought.
A Study Guide for Kiran Desai's "Hullaballoo in the Guava Orchard" May 24 2022 A Study Guide for
Kiran Desai's "Hullaballoo in the Guava Orchard," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Novels for Students.
This concise study guide includes plot summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions;
historical context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust Novels
for Students for all of your research needs.
Remembering Light and Stone Jun 20 2019 Remembering Light and Stone is a moving study of a young
woman coming to terms with herself in a changing world. 'Not only is Madden's book a joy to read: it is also
a portrait of personal fulfilment, and a telling snapshot of our age.' The Times 'One of the most original and
disturbing writers since Jean Rhys.' Independent on Sunday
Hullabaloo in the Guava Orchard Apr 11 2021 Sampath Chawla was born in a time of drought that
ended with a vengeance the night of his birth. All signs being auspicious, the villagers triumphantly assured
Sampath's proud parents that their son was destined for greatness. Twenty years of failure later, that
unfortunately does not appear to be the case. A sullen government worker, Sampath is inspired only when
in search of a quiet place to take his nap. "But the world is round," his grandmother says. "Wait and see!
Even if it appears he is going downhill, he will come up the other side. Yes, on top of the world. He is just
taking a longer route." No one believes her until, one day, Sampath climbs into a guava tree and becomes
unintentionally famous as a holy man, setting off a series of events that spin increasingly out of control. A
delightfully sweet comic novel that ends in a raucous bang, Hullabaloo in the Guava Orchard is as
surprising and entertaining as it is beautifully wrought.
Name Place Animal Thing Jun 01 2020 A debut novella that explores identity and childhood in a
politically charged city. In her debut novella, Daribha Lyndem gently lifts the curtain on the coming of age
of a young Khasi woman and the politically charged city of Shillong in which she lives. Like the beloved
school game from which it takes its name, the story meanders through ages, lives, and places. The
interconnected stories build on each other to cover the breadth of childhood and move into the precarious
awareness of adulthood. The book's child narrator grows up navigating issues of race, social class, and
gender in the city, using innocent eyes to see the world afresh. A shining debut, Name Place Animal Thing
is an elegant examination of the porous boundaries between the adult world and that of a child. It has been
shortlisted for the JCB Prize for Literature 2021, one of India's most valuable literature prizes.
Hullabaloo in the Guava Orchard Sep 28 2022 Sampath Chawla, a young postal worker who never feels as
though he fits into the small Indian town into which he is born, one day climbs up a tree, only to become a
famous holy man.
The Sea of Innocence Feb 21 2022 A missing girl, a death in paradise, and a race against time to uncover
the truth. The thrilling new adventure starring Simran Singh. Goa, south India. A beautiful holiday
hideaway where hippies and backpackers while away the hours. But beneath the clear blue skies lies a dirty
secret… Simran Singh is desperate for a break and some time away from her busy job as a social workercome-crime investigator. And so the unspoilt idyll of Goa seems just the place - white beaches, blue seas
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and no crime. But when a disturbing video appears on her phone, featuring a young girl being attacked by a
group of men, she realises that a darkness festers at the heart of this supposed paradise. And when she
discovers out that the girl is Liza Kay, a British teenager who has gone missing, she knows she must act in
order to save her. But first Simran must break through the web of lies and dark connections that flourish on
these beaches. Everyone, it seems, knows what has happened to the girl but no one is prepared to say. And
when more videos appear, and Simran herself is targeted in order to keep her quiet, the paradise soon
becomes a living nightmare. PRAISE FOR ORIGINS OF LOVE: 'Insightful and moving' 4 stars,Woman's Own
'A serious, issue-based novel that is also a page-turner' Metro PRAISE FOR WITNESS THE NIGHT: 'Terrific'
Toby Clements, Telegraph 'A powerfully-felt, shocking and moving indictment of cruelty and oppression'
Maggie Gee
Heat and Dust Dec 19 2021 Winner of the Booker Prize as best novel of the year in 1983, Heat and Dust
was also made into a major motion picture starring Julie Christie, now regarded by many as a classic.
Tiny Sunbirds, Far Away Sep 04 2020 Winner of the 2011 Costa First Novel Award When their mother
catches their father with another woman, twelve year-old Blessing and her fourteen-year-old brother,
Ezikiel, are forced to leave their comfortable home in Lagos for a village in the Niger Delta, to live with
their mother’s family. Without running water or electricity, Warri is at first a nightmare for Blessing. Her
mother is gone all day and works suspiciously late into the night to pay the children’s school fees. Her
brother, once a promising student, seems to be falling increasingly under the influence of the local group of
violent teenage boys calling themselves Freedom Fighters. Her grandfather, a kind if misguided man, is
trying on Islam as his new religion of choice, and is even considering the possibility of bringing in a second
wife. But Blessing’s grandmother, wise and practical, soon becomes a beloved mentor, teaching Blessing
the ways of the midwife in rural Nigeria. Blessing is exposed to the horrors of genital mutilation and the
devastation wrought on the environment by British and American oil companies. As Warri comes to feel like
home, Blessing becomes increasingly aware of the threats to its safety, both from its unshakable but
dangerous traditions and the relentless carelessness of the modern world. Tiny Sunbirds, Far Away is the
witty and beautifully written story of one family’s attempt to survive a new life they could never have
imagined, struggling to find a deeper sense of identity along the way.
A review of the novel “The Inheritance of Loss” by Kiran Desai Dec 27 2019 Literature Review from
the year 2011 in the subject English - Pedagogy, Didactics, Literature Studies, Assam University
(Department of English), course: PhD Research Scholar, language: English, abstract: THE NOVEL "THE
INHERITANCE OF LOSS" IS WRITTEN BY KIRAN DESAI. THE ARTICLE SPEAKS OF THE SETTING,
CHARACTERISATION, REPRESENTATION, THE EVENTS, DIASPORA, TEXT, THEMES, IMAGES, POSTCOLONIALISM AND STRUCTURE.
The Holistic Orchard Aug 23 2019 Offers advice for growing fruit orchards using organic methods, covering
topics such as orchard design, strategies for controlling pests and diseases, and the different varieties of
each type of fruit.
Indian English Poetry and Fiction Apr 30 2020 The Essays In The Volume Are By Very Established As
Well As Up-Coming Scholars And The Readers Will Realise The Substantial Values Of The Insights That The
Pieces Contain. Most Anthologies Published Carry A Great Load Of Articles On Fiction Writers Who Often
Are Already Familiar And Researched. This Anthology Strikes A Balance Between Poetry And Fiction. It
Focuses Upon Relatively Unknown Poets Whose Poetry Merits Serious Consideration For Reason Either Of
Stylistic Parameters Or Of Thematological Nemesis. Essays On Poetry Carry Comparative, Historical And
Formalistic Approaches In Relation To Distinguished Poets Like Rabindranath Tagore, Nissim Ezekiel And
Vikram Seth. The Editor S Interview With Charu Sheel Singh Is Added To Bring Variety And Focus Of
Perspective To What A Creative Writer Feels About Literature In Question.
Post-colonial Women Writers Mar 10 2021
Easy Motion Tourist Mar 30 2020 A compelling crime novel set in Lagos, featuring a feisty female
protagonist willing to take on the Nigerian criminal underworld.
The Inheritance of Loss Jun 25 2022 Winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award and the Man
Booker Prize: An “extraordinary” novel “lit by a moral intelligence at once fierce and tender” (The New
York Times Book Review). In a crumbling, isolated house at the foot of Mount Kanchenjunga in the
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Himalayas, an embittered old judge wants only to retire in peace. But his life is upended when his sixteenyear-old orphaned granddaughter, Sai, arrives on his doorstep. The judge’s chatty cook watches over the
girl, but his thoughts are mostly with his son, Biju, hopscotching from one miserable New York restaurant
job to another, trying to stay a step ahead of the INS. When a Nepalese insurgency threatens Sai’s newsprung romance with her tutor, the household descends into chaos. The cook witnesses India’s hierarchy
being overturned and discarded. The judge revisits his past and his role in Sai and Biju’s intertwining lives.
In a grasping world of colliding interests and conflicting desires, every moment holds out the possibility for
hope or betrayal. Published to extraordinary acclaim, The Inheritance of Loss heralds Kiran Desai as one of
our most insightful novelists. She illuminates the pain of exile and the ambiguities of postcolonialism with a
tapestry of colorful characters and “uncannily beautiful” prose (O: The Oprah Magazine). “A book about
tradition and modernity, the past and the future—and about the surprising ways both amusing and
sorrowful, in which they all connect.” —The Independent
Jack Maggs Nov 25 2019 London,1837. Jack Maggs, raised and deported as a criminal, has returned from
Australia, in secret and at great risk. What does he want after all these years, and why is he so interested in
the comings and goings at a plush townhouse in Great Queen Street? And why is Jack himself an object of
such interest to Tobias Oates, celebrated author, amateur hypnotist and fellow burglar - in this case of
people's minds, of their histories and inner phantoms? A thrilling story of mesmerism and possession, of
dangerous bargains and illicit love against the backdrop of Victorian London.
Critical Responses to Kiran Desai Aug 15 2021 Contributed articles on the works of Kiran Desai, b. 1971,
Booker Prize 2006 winner.
The Tax Inspector Aug 03 2020 The day that Benny Catchprice was fired from the spare parts department
of Catchprice Motors by his aunt Cathy was also the day that the Tax Inspector, Maria Takis, arrived to
begin her long-overdue audit of the family business. But this is no ordinary investigation. Maria is eight
months' pregnant, Granny Catchprice is at war with her offspring, and Benny, her grandson, wants to
become an angel...
The Death of King Arthur Jun 13 2021 The Alliterative Morte Arthure - the title given to a four-thousand
line poem written sometime around 1400 - was part of a medieval Arthurian revival which produced such
masterpieces as Sir Gawain and the Green Knight and Sir Thomas Malory's prose Morte D'Arthur. Like
Gawain, the Alliterative Morte Arthure is a unique manuscript (held in the library of Lincoln Cathedral) by
an anonymous author, and written in alliterating lines which harked back to Anglo-Saxon poetic
composition. Unlike Gawain, whose plot hinges around one moment of jaw-dropping magic, The Death of
King Arthur deals in the cut-and-thrust of warfare and politics: the ever-topical matter of Britain's
relationship with continental Europe, and of its military interests overseas. Simon Armitage is already the
master of this alliterative music, as his earlier version of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight (2006) so
resourcefully and exuberantly showed. His new translation restores a neglected masterpiece of storytelling, by bringing vividly to life its entirely medieval mix of ruthlessness and restraint.
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof Mar 22 2022 'Big Daddy' Pollitt, the richest cotton planter in the Mississippi Delta, is
about to celebrate his sixty-fifth birthday. His two sons have returned home for the occasion: Gooper, his
wife and children, Brick, an ageing football hero who has turned to drink, and his feisty wife Maggie. As the
hot summer evening unfolds, the veneer of happy family life and Southern gentility gradually slips away as
unpleasant truths emerge and greed, lies, jealousy and suppressed sexuality threaten to reach boiling point.
Made into a film starring Elizabeth Taylor and Paul Newman, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof is a masterly portrayal
of family tensions and individuals trapped in prisons of their own making.
Landscapes of Memory Jul 22 2019 Ruth Kluger is one of the child-survivors of the Holocaust. In 1942, at
the age of eleven, she was deported to the Nazi 'family camp' Theresienstadt with her mother. They would
move to two other camps (including Auschwitz-Birkenau) before the war ended. LANDSCAPES OF
MEMORY is the story of Ruth's life. Of a childhood spent in the Nazi camps and her refusal to forget the
past as an adult in America. 'It is not in our power to forgive: memory does that for us,' says Kluger. Not
erasing a single detail, not even the inconvenient ones, she writes frankly about the troubled relationship
with her mother even through their years of internment, and of her determination not to forgive and
absolve the past. It is this memory, pure and harsh, this anger, savage and profound, that makes Kluger's
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memory and history, on forgiveness and redemption, LANDSCAPES OF MEMORY will become a classic of
our times.

memoir so unforgettable. A gripping narrative and a superb meditation on the relationship between private
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